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Research Briefs

More than 80 high school students got 
an up-close look at the kind of work that 
marine scientists do during a career day 
event organized by Oregon Sea Grant at 
HMSC on October 16.  Building on the 
success of last spring’s “Careers in Science 
Investigation” event, Marine Education 
Coordinator Tracy Crews assembled a 
whole new line-up of scientists and educa-
tors for this CSI, to meet with students and 
explain what they do, while offering some 
hands-on demonstration opportunities.  

During the morning sessions, students 
could be found watching and listening 
intently while OSU faculty researchers 
demonstrated and explained their ex-
pertise: aquatic veterinarian Tim Miller 

Morgan performed a fish 
medical examination, oceanog-
rapher Kipp Shearman showed 
how robots are used in ocean 
observation research, and 
benthic ecologist Sarah Henkel 
explained how scientists study 
the structure and diversity of 
habitats on the ocean floor.

At lunch, students learned 
about the skills that employ-
ers look for in filling jobs such 
as those offered by the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service and Oregon 
Coast Aquarium in aquatic animal hus-
bandry and coastal wildlife and habitat 
management.

Afternoon sessions featured informa-
tion on NOAA research priorities and job 
opportunities, presented by Rick Brown 
of NOAA’s Northwest Fisheries Science 

No crime scene at this CSI: focus of 
investigation is Careers in Science

All eyes are on marine education specialist Bill Hanshumaker during 
the dissection on a giant Humboldt squid before a group of high school 
students at the Careers in Science Investigation event at HMSC.

continued on page 7

Every summer, the Hatfield Center 
receives an influx of college students 
from across the nation, coming to take 
advantage of internships, courses, and 
field season research opportunities only 
available during that time of year.   For 
many of those students, the experience 
marks just the beginning of longer journey 
of learning.  

This year we had 22 undergraduate 
student interns in summer residence at the 
HMSC, working in research labs and the 
Visitor Center, interacting with scientists, 
staff, and the general public, getting lab 
and field experience and sometimes even 
going out to sea.  The group included East 
coasters, Midwesterners, Californians, and 
Oregonians.  They came from big-name 
universities and smaller, less well-known 

Summer of learning lives on

Summer 2009 REU interns presented the results of their research projects at a 
symposium in the Hennings Auditorium on August 20th.  Pictured here with their 
faculty mentors, several of these students will be invited to present their research at 
the National Ocean Sciences meeting in Portland in February 2010.

continued on page 3

It has been a busy year for OSU As-
sistant Professor Bryan Black, a senior 
research scientist in the Department of 
Forest  Ecosystems and Society, who 
studies climate change through analysis 

of growth rates of trees and 
long-living marine and fresh-
water organisms in the Pacific 
Northwest region.  

With six published articles 
in scientific journals in 2009 
including three as lead author, 
Black has been presenting his 

Climate history comes 
into sharper focus

findings at scientific meetings from Califor-
nia to Korea.  His research received news 
coverage this summer on National Public 
Radio stations in Oregon and Washington 
and on Eugene television station KEZI-9, 
and was also featured in a Scientific Ameri-
can magazine article in August. 

Bryan Black continued on page 5

colleges, but what they had in 
common was the motivation 
to gain hands-on experience 
and learn from scientists who 
study the marine environ-
ment for a living. 

“We received a record 
number of applicants for 
internship positions this 
summer,” says HMSC 
Academic Program Coordi-
nator Itchung Cheung.   “It’s 
a continuation of the trend 
we’ve seen over the past five 
years, as word has spread 
about the Hatfield Center and 
the unique opportunities for 
hands-on laboratory and field experience we’re 
able to offer students.”

Almost half of the intern positions at HMSC 
this summer were through the “Research Experi-
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Notes from 
the Director
Summer at the HMSC brought 
its usual new crop of research 
interns and students and, along 
with the good weather, a highly 
successful SeaFest. HMSC came 
within a hair’s breadth of getting 
funds for a new building to house the Marine Mammal Insti-
tute and Marine Genomics programs, but some last minute 
glitches stopped our efforts.  The proposal has gone back in 
for reconsideration, and we’re keeping our fingers crossed 
for a decision in winter.  In the meantime, fall brings with it a 
sense of foreboding as the days shorten and the rains begin 
-- but things seem to speed up at the HMSC.  New students 
and classes arrive, and the pace of scientific meetings picks 
up.  HMSC was very well represented in the late November 
PICES meeting in Jeju, South Korea, and early this month at 
the Coastal and Estuarine Research Federation meeting in 
Portland.  The coming year will be a big one for important 
scientific meetings in Portland, with the Ocean Science 
Meeting in February and the international PICES meeting in 
October.

Of course, the big news for HMSC is our new neighbor -- 
NOAA’s Marine Operations Center of the Pacific will be right 
across the street, with new buildings, a large dock, and six 
research vessels.  The Port of Newport is frantically working 
to have the site ready for them by summer, 2011.  This activ-
ity will be a great complement to the existing three NOAA 
buildings and three NOAA research activities presently on 
the HMSC campus, and we look forward to welcoming 
these colleagues along with the new opportunities it brings 
to the HMSC community and the wider Lincoln County.

Finally, the only sad news item in this newsletter will be 
found in the “Editor’s Note.”   Ken Hall is leaving the HMSC 
after 6 years in Newport.  While we have known for some 
time of his plans to return to San Diego, it always hits hard-
est when the time of departure comes.  Ken was the first 
person to occupy the HMSC program manager position, 
and he set the standard -- his successor will have a hard act 
to follow.  Ken’s hand is seen in many aspects of HMSC’s 
advances in the past 6 years, and he played a key role in 
many important activities, including SeaFest, HMSC’s Stra-
tegic Plan and Master Plan, and of course in developing the 
Friends of HMSC.  Always quick with a smile and kind word, 
Ken will be missed by both HMSC and the Lincoln County 
community.   His successes here are reflected in landing a 
new, remarkably similar position in the Director’s office at 
the Scripps Institution of Oceanography.  
Please join me in wishing Ken all the best 
in his new position.
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Editor’s note
This is my last issue of the 
Upwelling newsletter.  After 
six wonderful and very 
rewarding years serving as 
Program Manager at the 
Hatfield Marine Science 
Center, I am moving on to a 
new position at the Scripps 
Institution of Oceaongraphy at the University of 
California, San Diego.

It has been my privilege to work with such a 
uniquely talented group of people at the HMSC, and 
I will miss the many friends and professional relation-
ships I have developed during my time here.   The 
Hatfield Center’s dedicated volunteers and support-
ers have demonstrated what the spirit of community 
is all about, and that is an example I will carry with 
me wherever I go.

The search for HMSC’s new program manager is 
underway, and you will certainly get to know more 
about that person and new ideas for programming 
and communication by the time of the next newslet-
ter, in March 2010. 

Best,

Ken Hall

Lab renovation snapshots
Renovation of teaching labs 
in the education wing at 
HMSC has been underway 
for several months and is 
nearing completion.  Thanks 
go to the HMSC facilities 
crew for their assistance 
and to all of the educators 
for their patience through 
the transition period.  And 
of course, thanks also to 

the “Go 
Oregon” 
stimulus 
funds for 
helping 
us make it 
happen!

BEFORE

and 
AFTER
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HMSC Academic Program News

ence for Undergraduates” (REU) program, 
going on its sixth year of operation at Hatfield 
with funding from the National Science 
Foundation.   The program matches students 
with faculty mentors to work on research 
projects over a 10-week period, during which 
the interns are provided housing on site and a 
living stipend.   

In exchange, the students put their minds 
and hands to work on a variety of research 
projects.  Two of the interns conducted 
analyses of mitochondrial DNA from fish and 
marine mammal tissue samples to confirm 
species identification and better understand 
genetic diversity within a species.  Other stu-
dents sampled juvenile Dungeness crab popu-
lations in the Yaquina to determine suitability 
of upper estuary habitats, and performed a 
survey of nesting pairs of Common Mures 
at Yaquina Head to determine reproductive 
health of the seabird colony. 

Camillo Vanegas is a University of 
Maryland student majoring in microbiol-
ogy, who discovered a love for genetics in 
high school and has nurtured that interest 
through internships at the university’s medical 
school in Baltimore.  He was able to apply that 
knowledge to a project at HMSC that aims to 

improve NOAA groundfish stock assessments 
by identifying rockfish larvae and juveniles 
through genetic analysis.  

“Camillo’s research experience and enthu-
siasm for the techniques made him a valuable 
asset to our lab, and the research he performed 
will help to inform management and improve 
conservation of Pacific rockfishes.” said Mat-
tias Johansson, a graduate student researcher 
in the OSU Marine Fisheries Genetics Lab at 
HMSC.  

Students found their way to internships 
at the HMSC not only through the REU 
program, but through other avenues as well, 
including the Visitor Center’s summer intern-
ship program.  Under the mentorship of Bill 
Hanshumaker,  three OSU students received 
training and front line experience interacting 

with thousands of tourists, families, and tour 
groups that keep the Hatfield Center’s public 
wing buzzing with activity all summer long.  

Other students secured summer intern-
ships through the NOAA-sponsored Ernest 
Hollings Undergraduate Scholarship program 
and Oregon State’s PROMISE program, 
designed to provide professional, managerial, 
or technical paid work experience in state and 
local government agencies for college juniors 
and seniors.  One student landed an internship 
by exploring the HMSC website and taking 
the initiative to make direct contact with a 
scientist to offer research assistance wherever 
it might be needed. 

The diversity of the students’ backgrounds, 
interests, and their assigned research projects 
enriches their overall experience, says Cheung, 
who managed the REU program and brought 
all of the summer interns together regularly 
for field trips, seminars, and guided discussion 
with faculty mentors on topics like research 
ethics. 

Students interested in finding an intern-
ship for the summer of 2010 are encouraged 
to visit the HMSC internships webpage: 
http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/intern/intern.
html  or contact Academic Programs Coordi-
nator Itchung Cheung at 541-867-0380  or by 
email: itchung.cheung@oregonstate.edu

Summer of learning
continued from page 1

2009 Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native 
Americans in Science (SACNAS)meeting -Dallas, TX

Jasmin Segura (Mentors: Linda O’Higgins and Bill Peterson)
“Temporal and Spatial Variation in Species Composition and 
Toxicity of Pseudo-Nitzschia Blooms off the Oregon Coast”

Amanda Stewart (Mentor: Rob Suryan)
“Factors Affecting Intra-Colony Variation in Reproduction of 
Common Murres, Uria aalge”

Camilo Vanegas* (Mentors: Michael Banks and Ric Brodeur)
“Genetic Identification of Larval/Juvenile Sebastes Samples 
for Stock Assessment”
*Also presenting at 2010 Ocean Sciences meeting in Port-
land, through the 2010 American Society of Limnology and 
Oceanography Multicultural Program (ASLOMP).

2010 American Society of Limnology and Oceanography 
Ocean Sciences Meeting - Portland, OR

Hillary Browning (Mentors: Jessica Miller & Jennifer McKay)
“Isotopic analysis of Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus          
tshawytscha) otoliths to determine oceanic migration patterns”

Kate Lavelle (Mentor: Tom Hurst)
“Thermal Tolerance and the Effect of Temperature on            
Morphological Plasticity of Pacific Cod”

Ashley Van Brink (Mentors: Mary Arkoosh & Deborah Boylen)
“Determining Phagocytic Activity in Chinook Salmon: Effects 
of PBDE on Phagocytic Function”

Emily Whitney (Mentor: Bryan Black)
“Geoduck growth patterns reflect climate heterogeneity on the 
British Columbia coast”

The following 2009 Summer REU students presented or will be presenting papers or posters at scientific meetings: 

Further information on all interns can be found at   http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/intern/pastinterns.html

2009 REU intern Camillo Vanegas presented his summer re-
search project at the SACNAS  meeting in Dallas in October

CERM Poster Session set for December 9
At the culmination of the fall term, 

students in the Coastal Ecology and 
Resource Management (CERM) class 
traditionally present the results of group 
research projects they have undertaken 

during their 12 weeks in residence at the 
marine science center.  

The HMSC community is invited to 
attend the poster session on Wednesday, 
December 9th, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. 

in the hallway between the Visitor Center 
and the staff lounge.  For more informa-
tion, please contact HMSC Academic 
Program Coordinator Itchung Cheung,                        
at 541-867-0380.
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The start of fall term at HMSC is 
marked by a rush of visitors from various 
colleges and departments, including the 
College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sci-
ences, Department of Fisheries & Wildlife, 
student ambassadors from the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the Housing 
office at OSU.  In addition, we have new 
students enrolled in the Oregon Coast 
Community College’s Aquarium Science 
program and the OSU Fisheries & Wildlife 
fall term courses becoming acquainted 
with all that HMSC has to offer. 

Many of these visits are associated with 
CONNECT Week, OSU’s orientation for 
students prior to the official start of classes.  
A growing number of OSU’s outreach, 
recruitment and retention programs are 
bringing students to the Hatfield Center 

to highlight the unique academic and 
research opportunities available at 
the coast, and are encouraging stu-
dents to consider the various options 
for taking advantage of them. 

In addition, more OSU fac-
ulty and staff are becoming familiar 
with the resources and amenities at 
HMSC, and are connecting through 
retreats, field trips, and short courses.

A new fall tradition may have 
been born this year with the offer-
ing of the first “Math Boot Camp” 
at HMSC for incoming College of 
Ocean & Atmospherics Sciences 
graduate students.  Led by COAS 
Professor Bill Smyth, the students en-
joyed a nine-day intensive, interdisciplin-
ary immersion course on the techniques of 
applied mathematics most important for 
the natural sciences, affectionately termed 
“Math on the Beach (MOTB)”. 

By all accounts, the primer course on 
applied mathematics was a great suc-
cess, made even more memorable by the 
coastal location and the on-site housing 
provided for the students for the dura-
tion of the course.   As one student put it, 
“this would have been a REALLY boring 
course without the space and resources 
that you made available to us.”

Each day’s activities included a math 
lecture, homework assignment and home-
work tutorial sessions. Also featured were 

daily science presentations and field trips 
focused on the natural history and diverse 
natural phenomena of the Oregon coast, 
including a science cruise aboard the R/V 
Elakha.

Annual fall pilgrimage of student groups to the coast

“Math Boot Camp” for incoming graduate students in the College 
of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sciences included time aboard the R/V 
Elakha, where guest professor Ed Dever taught  the students proper 
deployment of a conductivity-temperature-depth profiler and 
explained how the data collected is used in oceanographic research.

OSU undergraduate students visiting HMSC during 
CONNECT Week spent time on the Yaquina Bay mud-
flats with invasive species ecologist John Chapman, who 
showed them specimens of the parasitic isopod that has 
infested mud shrimp populations in estuaries throughout 
the Pacific Northwest.

Oregon State University scientists at 
HMSC have solved the mystery behind an 
unusual swarm of earthquakes that oc-
curred off the Oregon coast in the spring of 
2008 – a series of faults in the Juan de Fuca 
plate that they didn’t know existed.

The discovery of these faults about 140 
miles off the central Oregon coast, in as-
sociation with the earthquake activity, sug-
gests that the tectonic plate off the Oregon 
shore is still actively deforming, said Robert 
Dziak, a marine geologist with the OSU-
NOAA Cooperative Insitute for Marine 
Resources Studies.

“This pattern of earthquakes dem-
onstrates that the Juan de Fuca plate is 

Research Briefs
Unraveling mystery of 2008 
offshore earthquake swarms

continually moving 

and converging with North 
America at the Cascadia Sub-
duction Zone,” Dziak said. 

Most of the earthquakes 
were of magnitude 3.0 to 4.0, but there 
were a handful that exceeded magnitude 
5.0.  Few, if any, of these earthquakes would 
be felt on shore, Dziak said, because they 
originate within the deep ocean floor. The 
Cascadia Subduction Zone is of particular 
interest because the region has experienced 
several enormous earthquakes over the past 
10,000 years – the last of which occurred 
about 300 years ago.

The intense earthquake swarm last 
year began on March 30 about 140 miles 
southwest of Newport and was considered 
unusual because it began inside the Juan 
de Fuca plate and not along the boundary 
between the Juan de Fuca and Pacific plates, 
where most earthquake activity takes place.

After 10 days, the swarm stopped – 
but not for long. Three distinct clusters of 
quakes soon followed, beginning with a 
series of small tremors along the Blanco 
Transform Fault and concluding with a 
frenzy of seismic activity along the Gorda 
Ridge, which produced more than 1,000 
earthquakes in just five days. This swarm 
was of special interest to scientists, not just 
because of the sheer volume of quakes, but 
because of its proximity to an eruption on 
the seafloor discovered in 1996.

Dziak said the two-month swarm 
represented a plate motion event, beginning 
within the Juan de Fuca plate, then mov-
ing east and south, and finally culminating 
in seafloor spreading activity that likely 
produced magma intruding beneath the 
seafloor.

“We were able to monitor the spatial 

Students in Fall 2009 CERM class with lead instructor, 
Professor Chris Langdon.

continued on next page
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Black has taken his expertise 
in dendrochronological analysis 
to new heights, examining growth 
increments in trees, fish otoliths, and 
mollusk shells for patterns and correla-
tions that help paint a clearer picture of 
regional climate history. By examining and 
cross-dating growth rings in trees and in 
the shells of the long-living Pacific geo-
duck (pronounced “gooey-duck”), Black 
generated new information about regional 
climate changes over the past 150 years, 
expanding and elucidating the historical 
picture previously limited to the 60-year 
record of sea surface temperatures in the 
Northeast Pacific. 

A spike in average yearly temperatures, 
such as during an El Niño event, can have 
a profound and visible impact on the life 
history of both trees and marine life, says 
Black, explaining how a warm year with 
less snow in the Cascade Mountains and a 
longer growing season is reflected in wider 
growth rings for Douglas-firs and other 
trees.  Warm sea surface temperatures also 
boost metabolism in geoduck and result 

in greater growth rates, which show up as 
wider rings in their shells.

“When we associate rings from one 
species with known sea surface tem-
peratures, we can account for almost 50 
percent of the variability in the instrument 
records,” Black said. “But when we add the 
data from a second species, we can increase 
that number to 70 percent or more. And 
that’s important because it is allowing us to 
go back and create more accurate models 
of sea surface temperatures and at time 
scales more than twice the length of the 
instrument measurements.

“Each species brings its own ‘perspec-
tive’ of past climate, such that their combi-
nation provides a more accurate account,” 
he added.

Black thinks it may be possible to ex-
tend the climate record even further back 
by examining growth patterns on the shells 
of long-dead geoducks dredged up from 

the ocean floor, which 
he says colleagues at the 
Canadian Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans 
are already doing.

Black’s research has 
attracted the interest of 

both the news media and federal agencies 
that will help him continue his investiga-
tions.  He was recently awarded two recent 
grants, one from the National Science 
Foundation and another from the Fisheries 
and Environment division of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), to work with physical oceanogra-
phers and seabird ecologists over the next 
two years on research to better understand 
the importance of wintertime ocean condi-
tions to ecosystem structure and function in 
the California Current.

The coming year is looking no less busy 
for Black, who has been invited to teach a 
two-week workshop on his techniques in 
Perth, Australia this winter and is scheduled 
to deliver a keynote address at the Second 
International Sclerochronology Conference 

Studying climate past
continued from page 1

This magnified slice of a geoduck shell clearly shows incremental growth rings used by scien-
tists to analyze sea surface temperatures (Photo courtesy of Bryan Black, OSU)

progression of the swarm within the plate 
and along its boundaries,” Dziak said, 
“but we don’t yet completely understand 
how they are related and what triggers the 
sequence. But it is interesting that the stress 
release within the plate could trigger swarms 
of earthquakes on the plate boundaries.”

When the researchers first detected the 
swarm, they mobilized the R/V Wecoma 
on a trip led by Ron Greene to take water 
samples in the earthquake zone and look at 
the chemical signature of the water for signs 
of volcanic activity. In September, Hatfield 
researcher Susan Merle returned aboard the 
R/V Melville and performed a multi-beam 
sonar survey to produce new maps of the 
seafloor and it was during this cruise that the 
new fault system was discovered. 

“From aboard the ship, we discov-
ered one area where there was a 20-meter 
displacement of the seafloor and deformed 
sediments, which is a direct indication 
of faulting,” said Merle, a senior faculty 
research assistant at OSU. Merle, Greene 
and Dziak are all affiliated with the Coopera-
tive Institute for Marine Resources Studies 
(CIMRS), a joint OSU/NOAA venture.

Update on earthquake 
swarms of 2008                 
continued from previous page

An additional high-resolution seafloor 
survey of the eastern Blanco Transform 
Fault was performed last summer by the 
NOAA R/V Okeanos Explorer.

This isn’t the first time the researchers 
have recorded earthquake swarms off the 
Oregon coast. There have been a total of 
eight swarms over the past dozen years, 
Dziak said, the first seven of which likely 
were the result of volcanic activity on the 
Juan de Fuca and Gorda ridges. The 2008 
swarm originated within the plate, where 
the newly discovered faults lie and affected 

a large area of the plate and its boundaries.
“The discovery sheds some new light 

on the structure and seismic processes 
of the region,” Dziak said, “and suggests 
that deformation within the plate and 
earthquakes along its boundaries may be 
more interrelated than we though. It also 
underscores the importance of having 
ships available to go to normally inacces-
sible areas of the deep-ocean for research 
that addresses societal concerns.”

in Mainz, Germany 
in July of 2010.

NOAA’s high-tech equipped research ves-
sel Okeanos Explorer dropped anchor at 
the OSU dock at HMSC this summer. Map showing locations of earthquake swarms off the coast of Oregon in 

Spring of 2008, and path of R/V Wecoma response cruise.
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HMSC happenings

continued on next page

When recreational fishermen hauled 
a 12-foot shark into Depoe Bay harbor on 
August 8 after finding it entangled in crab 
pots at sea, Oregon State Police contacted 
the Hatfield Marine Science Center for 
help in identifying the species, thought 
to be a Great White.  

Indeed it was, thought NOAA 
Fisheries biologist Elizabeth Daly, who 
happened to be in her office on Sunday 
when state Fish & Wildlife division 
troopers came by looking for someone 
who could confirm the species and 
provide a refrigerated space to store the 
dead shark. 

Further confirmation came from 
HMSC’s marine education specialist 
Bill Hanshumaker and Eric Schindler 
of ODFW’s Marine Resources Pro-
gram.  Hanshumaker noted it was rare 

for Great Whites to be spotted in local 
waters and even more unexpected for 
HMSC to end up with one being “donat-
ed” for scientific research and education 
purposes.   

Unfortunately, its value in that regard 
was compromised when the shark was 

gutted by one of the men who brought it 
in to port.  (He was later cited and fined 
for taking and possession of the Great 
White, a protected species under both 
state and federal laws). 

Still, the shark was of great interest to 
various researchers who called to request 
teeth, tissue, and organ samples.  Dr. Brion 
Benninger, of the Neurological Sciences 
Institute at Oregon Health & Science 
University, drove down from Portland to 
extract the shark’s spinal accessory nerve.  
Examination of neurological structure in 
sharks and other animal species is provid-
ing OHSU researchers with clues from 
evolutionary biology to better understand 
how human brain and muscle functions 

work even after a stroke.   
The shark dissection on Friday, 

October 2nd attracted many visitors, 
including students from OSU, Or-
egon Coast Community College and 
Lincoln County School District, who 
were able to observe and ask ques-
tions.  Bill Hanshumaker measured 
the animal’s teeth and took bite im-
pressions, pointing out features that 
make the shark frighteningly efficient 
in biting and sawing apart large prey.   
OSU veterinary medicine specialist 
Tim Miller Morgan examined the 

Great White shark 
makes headlines  
Specimen donated to HMSC 
for research and teaching

Collaboration secures 
future of HMSC 
weather station

Standing next to the newly installed weather tower 
are those responsible for making it happen (left to 
right): Janet Webster, Phil Barbour, Clay Creech, 
Tim Terris, and Thom Matteson.  The structure, 
paid for by HMSC, was named “Creech Tower” in 
recognition of the many years of service provided 
by Clay Creech in maintaining the Hatfield Center’s 
weather station.

The webpage listing weather condi-
tions at the Hatfield Marine Science Cen-
ter is the most visited page on the entire 
HMSC website, yet few people are aware 
of who is responsible for keeping that data 
current and accessible.  Much of the credit 
goes to Clay Creech, who first came to the 
marine science center as a student in 1965, 
returned in the early ‘70s to work on a Sea 
Grant project measuring waves, and then 
had a career working at ODFW, retiring in 
2003.  

Creech has maintained the National 
Weather Service weighing rain gauge since 
it was moved to HMSC from the Coast 
Guard Station in the late ‘70s, and has 
helped keep the weather recording station 
atop Guin Library in operation since 1996.  
But as that equipment has aged, the need 
for a new system to provide sound weather 
data into the future could not be ignored.

Enter Phil Barbour, an OSU Mechani-
cal Engineering researcher who studies 
wind energy and has a part-time base at 

HMSC.  Barbour agreed to work with 
Creech on a plan for a new weather station 
that could generate research-quality data 
and provide more accurate measurements 
of wind, temperature, pressure, relative 
humidity and precipitation.  

The new 10-meter tall tower from 
Met One Instruments of Grants Pass 
does all that, sending hourly data by radio 
frequency modem to a computer in the 
library.  The tower site overlooking the 
estuary should produce more reliable data, 
away from the interference of buildings. 
Creech continues to maintain the web 
page displaying the current weather data, 

graphs, and monthly summaries – for now.  
Barbour and Janet Webster are working on 
a plan to automate more of the summariz-
ing.  

Installing the tower was an engineering 
feat in and of itself, with HMSC Facilities 
crew members Thom Matteson and Tim 
Terris providing key assistance in prepar-
ing the 5-foot deep foundation with 20 
yards of concrete reinforced with ¾-inch 
rebar and 10 yards of gravel.  The tower can 
withstand 110-mph winds and folds down 
for maintenance or to add instrumentation, 
such as a pyranometer to measure solar 
radiation.

  Great White shark confiscated by Oregon State Police at Depoe Bay. shark for external parasites.  
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Center, and Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) tools for research on marine, estua-
rine and terrestrial systems, presented by Pat 
Clinton of the EPA. In another session led by 
Sea Grant educators, students were given the 
chance to build their own remotely operated 
vehicles (ROV), which were then put to the 
test in tanks filled with water.

The final two sessions of the day featured 
Bill Hanshumaker performing a Humboldt 

Students investigate 
science careers  continued from page 1

In addition to the Great White shark, dozens of Giant 
Humboldt squid were also brought in to HMSC last month.   
Collected by NOAA Northwest Fisheries Science Center 
biologist John Field during a recent cruise, the specimens 
were made available to OSU professors Selina and Scott 
Heppell, who took advantage of the opportunity to engage 
students from their Fishery Biology (FW454/554) and 
Ecology and Management of Marine Fishes (FW 520) 
courses at HMSC. 

  Measurement and dissection of the 
shark was led by OSU Fisheries and Wildlife 
graduate student Wade Smith, who special-
izes in the study of elasmobranchs.

Smith extracted the vertebra, muscle 
tissue, dorsal fin and teeth, along with other 
biological materials of interest and value 
to scientists studying everything from age 
and growth data, to genetics and toxicology.  
Samples from the Great White are being 
sent to researchers at Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game, California State University-
Long Beach, Monterey Bay Aquarium, Nova 
Southeastern University, Stanford’s Hop-
kins Marine Station, and the University of 
California-Santa Cruz. 

sharing her knowledge of gray whale feed-
ing behaviors in the nearshore environment 

Shark dissection
continued from previous page

Squid dissection and identification of 
the internal organs of this fascinating 
sea creature, followed by a presenta-
tion by whale biologist Carrie Newell 

of Oregon’s central 
coast. 

Volunteers get dream 
assignment helping 
researchers at sea

Mike Courtney and Annie Thorp are 
HMSC Visitor Center volunteers who just 
completed a volunteer assignment of a very 
different sort.   In September, the couple 
joined a scientific team and the crew of the 
R/V Wecoma for a six-week research cruise 
to the equatorial Pacific, during which they 
carried out key tasks in the retrieval, repair, 
and deployment of data collection buoys.

Few people ever get the chance to 
experience what Mike and Annie did during 
their recent expedition, but fortunately 
they kept a detailed log of their time at sea 
and sent frequent emails so that friends, 
family, and the HMSC community could 
follow along and get a sense of life aboard an 
oceanographic research vessel on a mission.  
Here are a few excerpts:

Wecoma Journal #2 - Sept. 8, 2009
Greeting from west of Santa Barbara --
The weather and seas have been kind today 
and we have made good speed. Annie has 
resumed her ability to freely move about the 
boat without the assistance of the walls. The 
boat has a scheduled refueling time in San 
Diego of 9am Wednesday the 9th. Following 
refueling we are docking at the Scripps dock 
where we will pick up four scientists and 
get some repair work done.  A vent pipe was 
broken during the heavy weather on our first 
day and today the bilge pump separator has 
been having some problems.  The transit time 
from San Diego to the work area will be 6 and 
a half days. The buoys are located from 8 de-
grees south to 8 degrees north of the equator, 
spaced at one degree intervals.

Wecoma Journal #3- Sept. 12, 2009 
Position: 256 miles west of the tip of Baja
Even though it is partly cloudy today, it is very 
warm out and getting more humid. We passed 
over the Tropic of Cancer this morning. We 
have enjoyed watching the flying fish flap their 
“wings” as they exit the water and glide
over the surface sometimes for hundreds of 
feet. Sunsets and evenings have found us on 
the bridge as we hope to see a green flash and 
then watch as the stars change their positions 
over our heads. Last night the captain had star 
charts out for our position. It has been great
learning to recognize some of the new forma-
tions that we are seeing.  I was finally able to 
see the Andromeda galaxy. Wow!

Wecoma Journal #4- Sept. 15, 2009 
Location 10, 15N, 110, 44W.  720 miles from 
land; 164 miles to the first buoy.  
We had a meeting with the chief scientist and 
everyone who will be involved in the buoy 
work. He told us what will be needed at each
location and the crew figured out how to 
complete each job. Some of the buoys just need 
new sensors. Others need to be completely
replaced. The captain is from New York and in 
his NY accent said this will be “a piece o’ cake.” 
The crew definitely inspires a lot of confidence. 
Between each buoy deployment or repair we 
will be doing CTD casts every 1 degree or 60 
miles. The CTD measures conductivity, tem-
perature, and depth.  Annie and I are the night 
team.  It takes about 5 hours to go 60 miles so 
if we are working late on a buoy it may be day 
shift before we do the next cast. 
We have an AB who runs the winch. We will 
be responsible for setting up the CTD, getting 
it out the big doors on the side of the boat, and 
then telling the winch operator how far to go 
and when to stop, fire the bottles at specified 
depths via the computer, recover and clean up 
the CTD and get it ready to go again.
Everyone seems to think we can do it with no 
problems. I hope so. It’s an expensive piece of 
equipment.

Needless to say, Mike and Annie did a 
great job.  This was actually Annie’s second 
cruise on the Wecoma, having been selected 
five years ago as one of the first adult educa-
tors from a community college in the Pacific 
Northwest to be a “Teacher-at-Sea”.  It was 
during that cruise that she met Captain Rick 
Verlini, who eventually found an opportunity 
for Annie to return, this time with Mike.

“When we were volunteering at SeaFest 
last June, he suggested we go on this cruise 
since there were only 4 scientists scheduled to 
go,” said Mike, “so we jumped at the chance.”  
Who wouldn’t?

For more first-hand accounts of their 
experience at sea, look for Mike and Annie 
back at their other volunteer job in the Visitor 
Center (after a much deserved break)!
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Noted Arizona State University 
Chemistry Professor George Robert 
(Bob) Pettit will spend a month in 
residence at the Hatfield Marine Science 
Center this fall, collaborating with re-
searchers from various departments on 
the potential development of a marine 
drug and biodiscovery unit at Oregon 
State University.   

Petit was selected through the Lavern 
Weber Visiting Scientist Program, which 
provides opportunities for researchers 
from other institutions to have an extend-
ed stay at the HMSC in which they can 
interact with colleagues and students and 
explore new research questions of mutual 
interest.  Support for the Weber Visiting 
Scientist fellows comes from donations 
to the named endowment and matching 
funds from the OSU Research Office.

An accomplished scientist with doz-
ens of books and hundreds of published 
papers over his 50-year career, Pettit has 
been recognized internationally for his 
pioneering work in the discovery and 

development of anticancer 
drugs derived from natural sources.  Nine 
of those drugs are now in human cancer 
clinical trials, including one that originat-
ed from a shell-less mollusk discovered 
in the Indian Ocean and is now near-
ing FDA approval for use in combating 
cancer.

Pettit visited the Hatfield Center as a 
Distinguished Lecturer in October 2006, 
speaking on the topic of medicines from 
the sea.  Since then, OSU Vice President 
for Research John Cassady and others 
have been exploring the idea of establish-
ing a marine drug and discovery unit 
that would tap the expertise of faculty in 
the College of Pharmacy, Department of 

Visiting Scientist brings expertise 
in marine natural products drug 
discovery to HMSC

Chemistry, and other depart-
ments, both in Corvallis and 
in Newport. 

The Hatfield Center 
is proud to welcome Dr. 
Pettit back to Newport, and invites the local 
community to attend a public lecture on the 
evening of Wednesday, November 11 at 7pm 
in the Visitor Center, Hennings Auditorium.  
In his presentation, “From marine organism 
constituents to human cancer clinical trials”, 
Dr. Pettit traces the development of cancer-
treating drugs from their natural origins in the 
sea to current applications in medicine.

For more information on Dr. Pettit’s visit, 
please contact the HMSC Director’s Office at 
541-867-0212. 

Upwelling is produced and distributed 3 times a year to the 
Friends of HMSC membership.  Your feedback is welcomed. 

(email: candace.rogers@oregonstate.edu) 


